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Meaningful assessment dataSimple & effective
pupil progress tracking

Measure & demonstrate progress your way with curriculum mark books, point-in-time teacher judgements, external test data, in any combination. Assessment that saves you time, provides insights & delivers impact.


Book a Demo
 Watch a short overview
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Quick, insightful & meaningful
Assessment tracking, recording & data: reduce teacher workload and use data effectively to gain insights and produce meaningful reports.
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Improve teaching and learning
Your school's learning objectives, instructional strategies and planning - all aligned and in one place, reinforcing one another to enhance learning.
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Know how you are performing
Compare any data to instantly understand and demonstrate learning and curriculum journeys with ready-made reports to engage all your school’s stakeholders.
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Reduce teacher workload
The simplest and fastest way to record assessments and plan next steps, matched to your curriculum. Save time and collect assessments once, use many times.




Book a Demo Generate meaningful reports

Trusted by leaders in education
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Supporting your school
We understand your school and its individual needs. From the basic to the most complex, Classroom Monitor is the pupil tracker that will match your curriculum.


Who we help
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Primary Schools
From Early Years through to the end of Key Stage 2, reduce teacher workload, simplify assessment and gain insight into teaching and learning.
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Multi Academy Trusts
Assessment and curriculum - centralised or localised, giving your MAT and school leadership teams insight at group or school level.
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SEND
More ways to show small-step progress and assess pupils with SEND to their own personal needs. Ideal for any range or setting.
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Independent Schools
Designed to support your school's individual curriculum. Manage all your assessment data in one place and prove your standards are high.
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International Schools
Wherever you are, Classroom Monitor has the flexibility to fit your curriculum needs and the requirements of your local ministry.
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Early Years
Record and track early years child development by capturing evidence to create and share learning journeys.
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Exceptional progress with 
Classroom Monitor
We understand that every school is unique, and our broad customer base demonstrates the flexibility of the Classroom Monitor pupil tracker.
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The support we have received has been second to none; from initial Skype calls to introduce Classroom Monitor to senior and middle leaders, to the speed of set-up of the system and the transfer of information from us to you.”


Caroline Mather, Brighton College Abu Dhabi
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After discussing our requirements, Classroom Monitor arranged two online training sessions with me and my team. The sessions were tailored to our needs; with the aim of helping our school to gain the maximum impact from our data.”


David Payne, Sherborne Qatar
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Our teachers use Classroom Monitor daily to both plan their lessons and to assess the learning of their children; identifying misconceptions and focusing on the learning objectives that need further attention.”


Ian Rockey, Westwood-with-Iford Primary School
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Classroom Monitor is a fantastic resource for tracking and analyzing student achievement. It allows us to ensure that student needs are paramount within our Improvement planning process.”


Ian Ward, Deira International School
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In January of 2018 we were rated ‘Good’ in our first KHDA inspection, an outcome that was supported by our ability to demonstrate explicitly how we collate and use data to inform our planning and outcomes.”


Fiona Cottam, Hartland International School
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Having worked with the team at Classroom Monitor over the last 8 years, I can confidently recommend them without reservation. The team are experts in supporting schools manage, track and analyse student attainment and progress data.”


Heather Mann, Dubai School Jumeirah Park
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Classroom Monitor works well as it allows us to keep fine tuning the curriculum – with freedom to change the levels as and when we want.”


Hermann Farrington, The Village School
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Classroom Monitor gives us a range of reports and analysis that can be generated from teachers’ assessments and can be used to inform the next steps of learning for students.”


John Kett, The British School in the Netherlands
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I use Classroom Monitor myself to interrogate data, quickly and easily. I use it in my pupil progress meetings, for reports for governors and to quickly check something out if a parent is coming to see me to see how a child is doing.”


Julia Thomas, Coteford Infant School
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The clear understanding shown by Classroom Monitor has been very encouraging. Their flexibility and vision bodes well with key stakeholders at our school. I would certainly recommend schools adopt Classroom Monitor to consolidate existing assessment strategy.”


Kausor Amin Ali, Al Salam School
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The system allows for data and reporting systems to be quickly accessed and creates reports that are both simple to produce but provide the detail that we need. Classroom Monitor offers an excellent tracking tool and an incredibly responsive and friendly team.”


Kephren Sherry, Arcadia Prep School
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The heads, working together, went out to the market and came to the conclusion that Classroom Monitor was something that wasn’t only right for that particular point in time, but was flexible enough to keep changing as we wanted to change.”


Matt Freeston, CEO of LEARNERs’ Trust
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We were looking for a system that would allow us to create a bridge between assessment criteria, effective data storage and data analysis. Classroom Monitor stood out because it’s designed to bridge those gaps.”


Neil Strain, Stony Dean SEN
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A demonstration was provided to the school’s Senior Leadership Team (SLT), which was well received, and after we had a further demo with the teaching staff who also liked what they saw – we took the decision to work with Classroom Monitor.”


Rachael Irgi, Royal School of the Deaf Derby
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The training has made staff more aware of different features of Classroom Monitor which they were not previously using. For new staff it has allowed them to develop their confidence in using the system to assess children’s learning.”


Sarah Oxley, St. Agnes CofE Primary School
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We use Classroom Monitor to identify those children who need intervention for ‘able and talented’ work and for boosting for those who haven’t understood something in class.”


Mark Brain, Stonar Prep School
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Devon, UKCurledge Street Academy: Classroom Monitor provides the streamlined approach to assessment we have been looking for
Full Case Study
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Dubai, United Arab EmiratesHartland International School, Dubai: Getting to the heart of assessment with Principal, Fiona Cottam
Full Case Study
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Bradford-upon-Avon, UKWestwood-with-Iford Primary School: Supporting a successful program of teaching and learning
Full Case Study





View all Case Studies
Who can we help?
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Capture the light bulb moments with any mobile device
Easy to use and quick to access, Classroom Monitor is optimised for mobile devices and is a vital tool for recording evidence and pupil assessment on the go. It’s a seamless and time-efficient way to link together your day to day activities in the classroom.

	Easy & intuitive to use
	Feed assessment back into learning
	Record photo & video evidence
	Automatically generate pupil learning journeys



Book a Demo Watch a short overview





News & upcoming events
Read our latest advice on curriculum guidance and assessment best practice or join us at a local event or webinar.



News & blog
View all Articles
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Assessment
Governors

July 6 2020

Making the impossible, possible. A COVID-19 exit strategy for primary schools
The true impact of the pandemic on children’s…

Read Article
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Assessment
Reporting

May 15 2020

There’s strength in numbers
Although external pressures to collect assessment information are…

Read Article







Upcoming events
See all Upcoming Events





Helping educators to be outstanding for over 15 years
Classroom Monitor helps educators to simplify assessment, raise standards and deliver insightful data reports across the whole curriculum.


Book a demo
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Designed for school leaders
Consistent data you can be confident in to drive pupil progress meetings. Engage every stakeholder in improving teaching and learning with insightful data reports. Progress that speaks for itself.


Learn more
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Designed for teachers
Save time and simplify how your secure pupil progress. By using the most flexible formative assessment tool, you can enhance your planning and tracking, with no pointless admin.


Learn more
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Designed for school group leaders
Strike the balance between autonomy and flexibility. Classroom Monitor gives you a central solution for sharing KPIs, moderation, best practice and curriculum resources between schools.


Learn more


Get in touch
Book a demonstration today

In just 30 minutes, we’ll show you how to save time, raise standards and simplify pupil tracking and data management with a free consultation.



Book a Demo
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